
Chapter 16: Transformation and Contemplation 
“The day of my spiritual awakening was the day I saw and knew I saw all things in God and God in all 
things.” Mechtild of Magdeburg (1212-1282) d’bwasmaya perhaps. 

• Contemplation is a different way of processing our experience than the dualistic either-or, all or 
nothing processing strategy we commonly apply. 

• Contemplative nondual thinking gave way to a need for a self-serving God during the 
imperialistic phase of human existence. 

• A lack of mindfulness and capacity for presence (along with our cultural captivity to power, 
money, and war. . .  the stuff of which our politicians are made.) 

• Mindfulness is a mental state achieved by focusing one’s awareness on the present moment, 
while calmly acknowledging and accepting ones’ feelings, thoughts, and bodily sensations, used 
as a therapeutic technique 

• The mind is fully attendant to what is happening 

• The contemplative mind sees things in their depth and in their wholeness instead of just in 
parts. 

• The binary mind, so good for rational thinking, finds itself totally out of its league in 
dealing with things like love death, suffering infinity, God, sexuality, or mystery in 
general. 

• There is usually not much room for a “reconciling third’. 

• But our epistemology – how we think we know what is real – is changing these days. 

• Thanks to psychology, therapy, spiritual direction, history and Eastern religions, along 
with the rediscovery Western and Christian contemplative traditions (Thomas Merton) 
which is exploding worldwide . . .  and in all denominations 

• Our dualistic logic of the past allowed us to justify almost anything the corporate ego 
desired. 

• To get to non-dual requires doing without denial and learning integration, reconciliation and 
forgiveness. 

• Only the ego demands superiority 

• Now we have tools to help us understand ourselves and one another 

• Myers-Briggs, Spiral; Dynamics, the Enneagram 

• We can now know/see a broader field in which we can recognize ourselves. 

• So, how do we develop the non-dualistic, non-angry, and non-argumentative mind to process 
the big issues with any depth or honesty as we practice? 



Love and Suffering as ways of Knowing 
• God has to use love and suffering to teach you all the lessons that really matter.  They are his 

primary tools for human transformation. 

• The stage of new love we temporarily enjoy a kind of unitive, non-dual, or 
contemplative mind. 

• No picking fights, being irritative; can overlook offenses and forgive, forgive, forgive. 

• Conversely tragedy or grief – losing someone close – puts everything else in perspective. 

• There is no time or interest in picking fights or even regarding stuff that once was 
bothersome. 

• It is after the first birth of compassion, patience, or even love.  As the heart is tenderized 
through sadness and depression 

[Privileged portals into depth and truth.  If you don’t know what to do with darkness you 
tend to project, it elsewhere] 

• In time, though, we leave this too naked garden of Adam and Eve and enter instead into fighting 
and competing world of Cain and Abel.    And after a while we find ourselves longing and 
thirsting for what we once tasted in Eden. 

• Then the daily bread . . .  learning how to develop a conscious non-dual mind, a 
choiceful contemplation, some spiritual practice or disciplines that can return to unitive 
consciousness. 

• We go back into a practice of some form of inner silence; something that forces us from 
our addictive mind, I.e. meditation, contemplative prayer or whatever. 

• No fast-food religion, or upward bound Christianity ever goes there and thus, provides little real 
nutrition to sustain people through hard times or sinful temptations. 

• Fast-food religions all cost, great love and great suffering, miss out on the actual 
experience of non-dual contemplative experience. 

• Eastern Religions helped us discover the contemplative aspects of Christianity.  again, 
Thomas Merton and Thomas Keating have taken us there.  This is a 1960s happening. 

• Interfaith studies got me on the Christian Contemplative track. 

So, Why This Interest in Buddhism 
• Buddhism and Christianity reveal each other’s blind spots. 

• One contemplation and the other action. 

• Extraversion and its superficiality vs. Introversion with very little social engagement 

• Service and justice vs. Understanding the human mind and heart.  



• But we need both.  after all one cannot just inhale without exhaling; you got to do both or 
neither. 

• In the West we tell people what to see instead of how to see.  To me this is personal.  I left the 
church because I could not buy-in to what I was being told to see.  My experience kept me from 
being able to agree.  Now that I’ve seen a little, I know it is impossible to tell someone what to 
see.  My ministry is sharing with people how to see, when they have decided they want to.  
Besides, how does one show someone else an incarnational worldview.  It seems to me you got 
to be it to see it. 

• So, epistemology practice is more important than bodily comforts and cravings – If one 
approached an Eastern Monastery their first welcoming question would be, “what is your 
practice.   A western monastery would probably be more interested in how your trip was or if 
you are hungry.  

• Buddhism is more a philosophy, a worldview, a way of knowing and cleaning the lens (Netgadish 
shakh), than a formal belief system directed to any notion of God.  It provides insight and 
principles that address the how of spiritual practice. In short, very little concern about what or 
who is behind it all, as it is with the Abrahamic traditions. 

• Buddhism both appeals to us and threatens us because it demands much more 
vulnerability and immediate commitment to practice. 
• Buddhism frees us for the truth . . . it helps us make the space for “shm,” truth and love;  

By contrast, Christians have spent centuries trying to define the what and who of religion.   –  usually 
giving folks very little of how, beyond quasi-magical transactions (sacraments, moral behaviors, and 
handy bible verses), which of themselves often seem to have little effect on how the human person 
lives, changes or grows.     

• This approach tends to keep people on cruse control . . .  no new encounters or 
engagements . . . a “status quo” stimulus. (I THINK WE CALL THIS CONSERVATISM) 

Transformation/salvation is much more than favor that Jesus effects for certain individuals in the 
heavenly ledger somewhere.   

• is a full map for a very real human journey.  Not really an absolute necessity, but surely 
a great gift.   
• The map is a participatory experience with a community of some sort, even with a 
community of unfolding history.  
• We not only need personal enlightenment, but also social connection and communion – 
which ironically ends up being divine connection too.   
• The two dimensions of personal enlightenment (vertical line) and community 
connection (horizontal line) of religious practice gets us full incarnational Christianity which gets 
us full incarnational Christianity and forms our central logo of the cross. 
• Never trust one dimensional religion; we need both the vertical and the horizontal; They 
must cross and intertwine and become one . . . crucifixion. 



Spirituality is about honoring the human journey (to resurrection), loving it, and living it in all its wonder 
and tragedy.  God comes to us disguised as life. 

• Authentic Christianity is not so much a belief system as a life and death system that 
shows you how to give away your life, how to give away your love, and eventually how to give 
away your death.   
• Basically, how you give away -- and in doing so, to connect with the world, with all other 
creatures and with God. 

My Methodology 
• To be forced to choose between two presented options is never to see with depth, with 

subtlety, or with compassion. 

• Three wheels of a tricycle: Experience, Scripture, and Tradition. 

• Let experience be the front wheel 

• But all three wheels in a rational way – don't let one wheel drive the whole show.  
Balance by giving reason to it. 

• Catholics focus on tradition; protestants give all reason to scripture. Experience is the new kid 
on the block. 

• Experience was always there but we did not have the skills or the honesty to admit that 
we were all operating out of our own experience. 

• Now we have the technology, professional resource, and are sufficiently knowledgeable 

• Since Christianity is so love centered, the head (Bible), the heart (experience) and the body 
(tradition) operate as one and is helping many be more integrated and truthful about their own 
actual experience of God. 

Other Viewpoints 
• We do not “know” or contemplate/meditating only by quiet sitting and disciplined posture. 

• There is the black community experience: “Crises Contemplation” 

• Moaning together, singing spirituals that lead to intense inner awareness, participating 
in de facto liturgies of lamentation, and engaging in nonviolent resistance. 

• Walking meditation, like that of the Russian pilgrim 

• Contemplating allows us to see things in their wholeness and their respect.  For example: Until 
Richard recognizes and somehow compensates for his prejudicial way of seeing the moment, all 
Richard will tend to see is his own emotional life and agenda in every new situation. 

• Contemplation is really the change that changes everything – especially the seer. 

• Rohr’s school calls this “Contemplative epistemology,” a prayerful way of knowing. 

• This makes me think of a further discussion of the “Law of Three” 



But Why So Much Talk of Suffering and Dying? 
• If Christ represents the resurrected state, then Jesus represents the crucified/ resurrecting path 

of getting there. 

• If Christ is the source and goal, then Jesus is the path from that source toward the goal 
of divine unity with all things. 

• This brings us to a notion of two kinds of religions (or maybe just two forms of Christianity): 
“Climbing religion” and “descending religion” 

• Climbing religions strive for some personal moral perfection, a self-development notion 
of salvation. 

• We talk about going to heaven; we tend to be converting others, rather than ourselves. 

• We are about acquiring more health, wealth, and success in this world.  These are the 
attitudes of which empires, wars and colonization of the planet are made.  There is no 
room here for Jesus and the powerless. 

• Our history is much about climbing and not much about descending. 

• Descending religion is oriented to unlearning, letting go, surrendering, serving others.  As stated 
in the Lord’s Prayer “Hollowed be thy name” which in Aramaic is “Netgadish Shamal” meaning 
make space for remembrance; remembering that we are always a part of “d’bwashmaya’ 
meaning the potential meant to be actualized in all things everywhere. (At least this is how I 
wish to perceive descending religion) The Lord’s Prayer tells us the heaven is and always have be 
right here, waiting for us to descend from our egoic illusionary thrones. 

• Buddhist notion of suffering is as practical and real price for letting go of illusion, false 
desire, superiority, and separateness. 

• As mentioned in scripture, “Unless the single grain of wheat falls into the ground, it 
remains just a single grain.”  Crucifixion and resurrection again.  Can we awaken while 
still setting on the egoic illusionary throne? 

• Too the Buddhist, dying is whenever we surrender a negative, accusatory, compulsion 
self-serving thought, word, or behavior. 

• But, power, self-image and controlling forces of which throne is made will not 
give up the fight easily.  Make the thrown obsolete and the go is out of Job. 

• But o come off the throne to awaken to true reality a personal resurrection 

• And the journey begins with a commitment to make the trip 

• What both Christianity and Buddhism are saying is that transformation, the life that reality 
offers is always death and not avoidance.  we Christians carry the cross.  the Buddhist know life 
to be suffering.  The result is to become highly compassionate  

• This pattern of death to life has been true forever. . . not just 2000 years 



 


